
 

 

Transactions of Interest 
 

Basket Contracts 

These are transactions designed to defer or change the character of income recognition. They 
typically involve a taxpayer entering into a notional principal contract, option, or forward 
contract to receive returns based on the performance of a notional basket of assets selected by the 
taxpayer, including entities trading in hedge fund interests, securities, commodities, foreign 
currency, and similar properties. The issuer of the contract bears little to no risk, as the taxpayer 
puts down a large upfront cash payment and supplies additional funds to purchase the assets in 
the basket. The taxpayer has the right to request a change to the assets in the basket at any point 
while the contract is open and may terminate the contract at any time. At the end of the contract, 
the taxpayer typically receives the upfront payments—plus any gain or less any loss.  

Contribution of Successor Member Interest 

This transaction involves a taxpayer who directly or indirectly acquires certain rights in real 
property or in an entity that directly or indirectly holds real property, transfers the rights more 
than one year after the acquisition to an organization described in §170(c) of the Internal 
Revenue Code (IRC), and claims a charitable contribution deduction under §170 that is 
significantly higher than the amount the taxpayer paid to acquire the rights. See Internal Revenue 
Bulletin: 2007-36 for more information. 

Toggling Grantor Trust 

This transaction uses a grantor trust, and the purported termination and subsequent re-creation of 
the trust’s grantor trust status, for the purpose of allowing the grantor to claim a tax loss greater 
than any actual economic loss sustained by the taxpayer or to avoid inappropriately the 
recognition of gain. See Internal Revenue Bulletin: 2007-36 and Notice 2007-73 for more 
information. 

Potential for Avoidance of Tax Through Sale of Charitable Remainder Trust Interests 

This transaction involves a sale or other disposition of all interests in a charitable remainder trust 
(subsequent to the contribution of appreciated assets to and their reinvestment by the trust), 
resulting in the grantor or other noncharitable recipient receiving the value of that person's trust 
interest while claiming to recognize little or no taxable gain. See Notice 2008-99 for more 
information. 

Section 831(b) Micro-Captive Transactions 

These transactions involve taxpayers insuring certain risks through an insurance contract with a 
related company the parties treat as a captive insurance company. The insured claims deductions 
for premiums paid for insurance coverage. The related company the parties treat  
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as a captive insurance company will elect under §831(b) to be taxed only on investment income 
and therefore excludes the payments directly or indirectly received under the contracts from its 
taxable income. 

In some cases, the captive insurance company directly enters into a contract (or contracts) with 
the insured entity. In these cases, the captive insurance company may enter into a reinsurance or 
pooling agreement under which a portion of the risks covered under the contract are treated as 
pooled with risks of other entities, and the captive insurance company assumes risks from other 
entities. In other cases, the captive insurance company indirectly enters into the contract by 
reinsuring risks that the insured entity has initially insured with an intermediary. See Notice 
2016-66 and Notice 2017-8 more information. 

Subpart F Income Partnership Blocker 

In this transaction, a U.S. taxpayer that owns controlled foreign corporations (CFC) that hold 
stock of a lower-tier CFC through a domestic partnership takes the position that Subpart F 
income of the lower-tier CFC or an amount determined under IRC §956(a) related to holdings of 
U.S. property by the lower-tier CFC does not result in income inclusions under §951(a) for the 
U.S. taxpayer. See Internal Revenue Bulletin: 2009-03 and Notice 2009-7 for more information.  
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